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Across

1. The verbs in front of the main verb

5. Sentence that expresses strong feeling

8. Articles meaning one of several (a/an)

9. One or more words used to express mild 

or string emotion

11. Names any person place or thing

16. Article meaning the only one there is 

(the)

19. Numbering or naming one by one; a listing

20. Modifies a verb, adjective, or another 

adverb

22. Name of a person, place , or thing that 

owns something

24. Three most commonly used adjectives 

(a,an and the)

27. Usually does not end in an s or es and 

means only one

28. Noun or pronouns after the preposition 

in a sentence

30. Sentence that gives a command

31. Sentence that asks a question

33. Discussion, or telling, of ideas by giving 

facts, directions, explaintions, definitions, and 

examples

34. Joins a noun or pronoun to the rest of 

the sentence

Down

2. When you have an adverb before the 

verb that starts the predicate

3. A noun that names a specific, or 

particular, person place or thing

4. Sentence that has predicate words in 

the complete subject

6. Words that have similar or almost the 

same meanings

7. Takes the place of noun

10. Takes place of a possessive noun

12. Sentence that makes a statement

13. Names a person place or thing or idea

14. Usually ends in an s or es and means more 

than one

15. Modifies a noun or pronoun

17. Words that have opposite meanings

18. Group of sentences that is written about 

one particular subject or topic

21. A word that joins words or groups of 

words together

23. Another name for the subject noun and 

for the subject pronoun

25. Sentence that has all subject parts In all 

predicate parts after the verb

26. One or more words used to express mild 

or strong emotion

29. Subject of the paragraph

32. Tells what a person or thing does


